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Dear Reader, 

Fresh starts, new beginnings & the start of your journey! 

Thank you for taking this first step in changing your habits. 

You are about to embark on a journey that will literally transform your life if you will engage with 

the process. Changing your habits is not an easy undertaking but VERY rewarding if you will 

persist.  

I am often asked why I created this program so I have attempted to answer these questions 

below. I hope you will find it encouraging to know that I too have suffered the frustration and 

feeling of helplessness associated with bad habits. In fact, it was one of the key reasons I created 

this program. Also know that habits CAN be overcome if you are persistent and apply good 

strategies. 

If you are facing any of the challenges I was below, you are in luck because this program was 
designed SPECIFICALLY to overcome these. 

Challenge #1: My habits were out of control and ruining my life 

I felt like I couldn’t control myself, my eating habits, my time management habits and my work 

habits. As a result I had many bad habits I wanted to break. I could clearly see that these 
destructive and addictive behaviours were ruining my life. 

A man is a slave to whatever has mastered him. 2 Peter 2:19 

Yet, no matter how much I wanted to change in certain areas of my life I felt powerless to do so. 
Often it would seem I had made progress in an area, only to suffer some set back and have it all 

fall over. 

I could see that if I kept repeating these patterns I was not going to end up in a very good place 

and it felt like it was impossible to move ahead. 

Challenge #2: Goals to achieve 

I also had some big goals I wanted to achieve. I knew that in order to achieve my goals, I had to 
do the things consistently that would get me there. I knew that if I wanted to start a business, I 

had to work on business building activities! That if I wanted to be healthy, I had to eat healthy 

food! That if I wanted a great relationship with God, I had to be disciplined to spend time with 
God! 
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Despite this desire, getting myself to follow through on my resolutions was a problem and 

instead I seemed to keep repeating the same negative patterns over and over – rather than 

doing the things that would lead me closer towards my good and goals. 

Challenge #3: Information overload! 

The problem wasn’t too few answers – it was too many! 

We live in a society of information overload. There are thousands of books on every topic 

imaginable and millions of websites teaming with information. There is lots of great information 

out there on how to live better, love better, eat better, work better and play better but it was 

IMPLEMENTING the ideas I was having trouble with. 

The saying that ‘knowledge is power’ is true ONLY if we have the ability to act upon it. Perhaps 
you have experienced the same thing I did – attending a marvellous conference or seminar, then 
doing absolutely NOTHING with the information you were given..! 

I finally decided that no matter what it took I would find a solution to overcome these 

challenges. 

Taking responsibility... 

I knew that I alone was responsible for any outcome I produced in my life and although it would 
have been less painful to blame circumstances, other people or God, I knew it wasn’t the truth. 
The law of sowing and reaping makes no exception for anyone and therefore I needed to sow 
positive thoughts and behaviours CONSISTENTLY to yield corresponding fruit. 

I knew that changing my own thoughts and behaviours was the only way to change my outer 

circumstances in a lasting manner.  I knew that changing them for a day or two wasn’t enough. I 

needed them to be permanently changed. 

Searching for answers... 

In my quest for answers I came across the concept of habits and discovered that these are the 
permanent ‘unconscious’ actions that make up 95% of our behaviour.  95%! No wonder I was 

struggling... 

What really excited me though was that in as little as 21 days we can form new habits – no 

matter how long we’ve been running old negative ones! 
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Therefore in order to change, I knew I needed to create new HABITS. New PERMANENT patterns 

of thought, belief and action that would overtake the old ones. 

You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off your old self, which 

is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; to be made new in the attitude of your 

minds; and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness and 

holiness. Ephesians 4:22-24. 

I quickly saw how this could literally CHANGE YOUR LIFE. In fact, I have come to believe that 

changing your habits is the ONLY way to change your life permanently because habits are 

permanent. Once off behaviours are not. 

Digging deeper... 

As I delved into this newfound knowledge I found it was not as easy as simply ‘deciding’ to 

change my habits and they would magically change. We are wired to resist change of any kind 

even when it’s in our best interests. 

As a rookie Habit-changer I made every mistake in the book and despite my best plans and 
efforts – none of my habits would change! I then decided to get serious about this, research 
everything I could on the subject and find out what strategies REALLY worked. I could also see 

that what I was learning was POWERFUL and that anyone who has goals they want to achieve, 
habits they want to break or simply wants to live a better live would benefit from this. 

I believed in it so much that I left my fulltime marketing job in order to write this book and share 
what I’ve learnt with you. It was not an easy task with all the bad habits I was dragging around I 

can tell you! Fortunately, I have now found an easier way to achieve my goals... Let my habits do 
the work for me  

I believe this program contains the most comprehensive information available on how to change 

habits and ultimately change your life. I have developed a process you can use whether you have 

bad habits you want to break or good habits you want to develop. 

By applying these techniques you WILL be able to break bad habits and put your life on the fast 

track towards whatever positive goals you want to achieve. 

Enjoy the journey and never give up! 

Love & blessings, 

Michelle 
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Introduction 

Destiny is the consequence of daily decisions 
 
Habits are a powerful force controlling our mind, body and emotions.  They are acts performed 

regularly without conscious thought or effort.  A massive 95% of our thoughts, feelings and 

actions are a result of unconscious processes or ‘habits’!  Habits dictate our thoughts, feelings 

and behaviours which in turn dictate how much money we earn, our health, relationships and all 

other areas of our lives. 

 

“The chains of habit are too weak to be felt until they’re too strong to be broken” 

Samuel Johnson 

 

“Habit is the best of all servants or the worst of all masters” 

Nathaniel Emmons 
 

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit” 
Aristotle 

 
Habits ultimately shape our character and destiny and form who we ARE most of the time. 

Therefore, to succeed in life, we MUST learn how to develop good habits that will bring about 
our success and eliminate poor habits that are holding us back. 
 
Do you want to break bad habits? 

• Take control of destructive personal habits 

• Gain control over eating habits 

• Break the binge and purge cycle 
• Quit smoking 

• Gain control of your finances 

• Overcome procrastination 

• Overcome gambling  

 

Create good habits? 

• Create and stick to an exercise routine 

• Create and stick to a healthy eating plan  
• Wake up earlier 

• Develop self control  

• Have better relationships 

• Practise effective time management 
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• Develop good sleeping habits 

• Achieve your goals 

• Have more energy 

 

Used properly, habits are POWERFUL tools we can use to bring about PERMANENT change in our 

lives.  

 

Achieving our goals becomes EASY and AUTOMATIC when we harness the power of habit to 

change our lives.  

 

Imagine exercising automatically, eating healthily automatically, saving money automatically - 

without all the resistance and stress that comes from trying to FORCE ourselves to do something 

we don’t want to do! 

 

Sounds good? It should do, because that’s what habits can do for you! In fact, changing your 
habits is the ONLY way to permanently change your life. Before we go much further, let’s define 
what a habit actually is. 
 
What are habits? 
 
Habit definition 
 
Habits are routine behaviours done on a regular basis. They are recurrent and often unconscious 
patterns of behaviour and are acquired through frequent repetition. Many of these are 

unconscious as we don’t even realise we are doing them.  
Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary defines habits as: 

 

1. an acquired mode of behaviour that has become nearly or completely involuntary  
2. the prevailing disposition or character of a person's thoughts and feelings  

3. a settled tendency or usual manner of behaviour  

4. a behaviour pattern acquired by frequent repetition or physiologic exposure that shows 
itself in regularity or increased facility of performance 

 

So we can see that habits define our character, our thoughts and feelings and our ‘usual’ 

behaviours. We can also see that habits are behaviours that are nearly or completely involuntary 
and because they are repeated frequently, we become ‘better’ at them (increased facility of 

performance).  
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Why do we need habits? 

 

It’s estimated that out of every 11,000 signals we receive from our senses, our brain only 

consciously processes 40. Habits serve us by allowing our brain to focus on other ‘higher value’ 

activities.  

 

Habits can be extremely useful. They free up our minds so that we are capable of concentrating 

on higher level activities. For example, if we had to consciously think about basic functions like 

walking, chewing our food or talking, we would have no mental ability available to perform other 

functions. The ability to write or type automatically allows us to focus on producing a great 

article, letter, email or novel. Similarly, walking by automatic processes allows us to be able to 

think about where we are going! We have thousands of these good ‘habits’ that our muscle 

memory has built up over time. Even breathing can be thought of a deeply ingrained habit. 

Driving a car and riding a bike are all a series of habits and actions we perform without conscious 

intent. 
 
Our brains are very powerful and are constantly scanning for patterns in our lives or things it can 
turn into habits. Unfortunately, our subconscious mind does not discriminate between good and 
bad habits and anything that is repeated over time has the potential to become a habit.  
 

Some habits are useful because they establish routines that create order and efficiency; others 

lock us into rigid patterns of behaviour. They can also be negative, such as overeating, smoking 
or driving too fast. These habits are damaging to our health and wellbeing. 
 
Habits save us energy as by their nature they are automatic and require little physical and mental 

strength, for instance brushing your teeth or tying your shoelaces require very little mental 

energy.  
 

Thoughts, beliefs & actions 

 
Our habitual thoughts become our beliefs. We think between 50-60,000 thoughts per day and 

90-95% of these were the same as yesterday and the day before that. A belief is a thought we 

have repeated over and over until it becomes an unconscious ‘habit.’ Once we have formed a 

belief, we no longer consciously think about it and simply ‘use’ it or act upon it when deemed 

necessary.  
 

As well as our thoughts and beliefs, our actions are also a result of habit. We generally eat the 
same types of foods each day of similar quantities and at similar times etc. We go to the same 
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job, taking the same mode of transport and engage in similar tasks on a daily basis. We watch the 

same TV shows and perform similar leisure activities.  

 

Given that our habits drive our thoughts and actions, it’s not hard to see the relationship 

between habits and success. 

 
Habits and Success 
 
You will find that the most successful people have the best habits. They have developed routines 

and rituals which support their lives and allow them to reach their potential. Success is not 

determined by our intelligence, good looks or other genetic factors. Instead, we create our 

success by the things we think, feel, say and do – all of which are largely a result of habit.  

 

Successful people have habits which are conducive to health, wealth, learning, education and 

personal and professional development. Good habits may include being productive, organised, 
creative, resourceful, efficient and effective – all of which lead to positive results.  
 
Habits help us reach our potential 
 
Our habits determine how much of our genetic potential we will realise. For example, 

intelligence is genetic and can’t be altered. To what extent we will utilise our potential 
intelligence is determined by habits. We might think someone is more intelligent than another 
but in reality they may simply have superior habits. 
 

For example, leaders and high achievers in every area have a commitment to ongoing personal 
and professional development. High achievers are always seeking to learn and grow and 

commonly are avid readers. According to Earl Nightingale, all that was required to get to the top 

of your field in five years was one hour per day of study. One hour per day of study will put you 
at the top of your field within three years. Within five years you’ll be a national authority. In 

seven years, you can be one of the best people in the world at what you do. If you read one hour 

per day in your field, that will translate into about one book per week. Therefore, you can see 
that developing a simple habit such as regular reading can be a greater determinant of success 

than intelligence and that this habit alone could transform your life. 

 

Top sportspeople, millionaire entrepreneurs, artists, musicians, corporate executives – all have 
gotten to the top with the help of good habits. Can you imagine someone reaching the highest 

levels of sporting achievement without first developing the habits of regular practise and 

training? Unlikely! In fact many top sportspeople will espouse that it was not their natural ability 

that got them to the top but their commitment to practise and training that set them above their 
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peers. There is nothing to stop you developing the habits of the people you admire if you want to 

achieve great results. 

 

Achieving goals automatically 

 

Put your mind and body on autopilot! 

 

Habits are valuable tools for helping us achieve our goals easily and successfully. Much like a 

plane that has had all the important flight information programmed into its computer before a 

trip, our habits are the software that will enable us to reach our goals ‘automatically’. 

 

For example, if your goal is to lose weight, you will need to develop new habits such as healthy 

eating and regular exercise. Once you have developed these as ‘habits’ though, the achievement 

of your goal is virtually guaranteed. The great thing is that once these behaviours are ‘habits’, 

they are largely ‘permanent’ and automatic and will feel natural and normal. You will WANT to 
do them. For example, I have developed the habit of daily exercise each morning. I look forward 
to it and if I CAN’T exercise I feel like I’m missing out. By creating permanent changes you will 
create PERMANENT results – this is also what you are aiming for in your eating habits -  NOT fad 
or ‘crash’ diets that can’t be sustained over the long term and as a result people fall back into old 
habits and regain all the weight that was lost. 

 
Therefore, it makes sense to invest the time and energy to develop habits that will serve us and 
cause us to be successful in life and eliminate those habits causing us to stumble and fall. 
 

Sowing and reaping 
 

“Sow a thought and you reap an action; sow an act and you reap a habit; sow a habit and you 

reap a character; sow a character and you reap a destiny.”  Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 

A man reaps what he sows. Galatians 6:7 

 
The law of sowing and reaping perfectly illustrates how by sowing in good thoughts and actions 

we will reap good habits which will in turn produce good character and positive results in our 

lives. 

 
"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit." Aristotle 

 

Likewise as Aristotle puts it, we are what we repeatedly do. Therefore to become excellent in 

any area requires more than just a one-time act. In most cases we must perform the habit or run 
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the pattern many times before we see the results. For example, we can’t expect to eat one 

healthy meal or go to the gym once and be at our ideal weight – it takes sustained and persistent 

effort over time in order to reach our end result. 

 

However, rest assured that if you DO take consistent action over time and develop positive 

habits, you WILL reap a harvest. 

 

Ripple effect  

 

Another great thing about any positive habit you acquire is that it will produce a positive ‘ripple’ 

effect in all areas of your life. For example, the obvious outcome of taking care of administrative 

work quickly means you spend less time on these jobs.  This may then mean you are able to 

focus on higher value activities at work which leads to a subsequent promotion. Being promoted 

may increase your confidence and have positive effects on your relationships. This habit may also 

translate into you becoming more organised in other areas of your life resulting in increased 
leisure time. So you can see how one simple habit such as taking care of administrative work 
quickly can have a positive effect in many areas such as finances, relationships and self 
confidence. 
 
Now that we know how important habits are to our happiness and success, let’s have a look at 

different types of habits and how they are formed.  
 
Understanding Habits 
 
Types of habits 

 

You have two major types of habits. You have habits that revolve around your desires and you 
have habits that revolve around your fears. 

 

The habits that revolve around your desires for health, happiness, financial independence, and 

success are life-enhancing. They are the habits that have brought you the success you enjoy 

today. 

 

The habits that revolve around your fears, on the other hand, act as brakes on your potential. 

They hold you back. They interfere with your success. They trip you up on a regular basis. They 
cause you to sell yourself short and settle for far less than your potential. 
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Changing habits 
 
The problem with bad habits 

 

The nature of habits is that they are performed without conscious awareness. Therefore we did 

not consciously choose many of our habits but simply adopted the thoughts, beliefs and patterns 

of those around us or acquired them randomly based on subsequent experiences regardless of 

whether these beliefs are actually true or whether the habits will actually serve us. 

 

Because we are designed to do what we have done before, it is easy for us to develop habits that 

are inefficient, unproductive or even harmful unless we consciously CHOOSE something 

different. 

 

A problem with changing these bad habits is that once a neural pathway for a behaviour has 

been created, it can’t be erased. This explains why bad habits are particularly resistant to change 
as change involves not only creating new neural pathways but rerouting existing, well established 
patterns. It can require sustained energy over a period of time to redirect your behaviour in new 
ways. 
 
Because the pathway is still there, it can also create the possibility of falling back into old habits 

when you are trying to create new ones. 
 
The good news is however that we can actually create new neural pathways that override and 
replace the existing ones. The strategies in this book will show you how to do this. 
  

Why change habits 

 
Because habits have such an enormous power over our lives, by changing our habits we can 

effectively change our lives. No longer do we have to be governed by past ways of doing things 

or outdated thinking, we can actively seek to create habits that promote health, wellbeing, 

freedom, peace, love, joy and prosperity. 

 

Good habits will enhance our lives and lead us towards freedom, prosperity and health. Bad 

habits will destroy our energy, willpower and hope and result in wasted effort, disappointment 

and loss.  
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When to change habits 

 

Because habits have such a cumulative effect over our lifetime, it makes sense to change them 

NOW. The sooner we change, the more quickly we will reap the benefits. 

 

Think about it, if you are going to eat every day, it makes sense to choose WHICH foods will give 

you the most energy, health and enjoyment rather than just randomly eating what you have 

eaten in the past. You can develop a program or a plan (or follow someone else’s). It makes 

sense to invest 1 month or even 1 year of your life to overhaul your health and eating habits if 

you are going to reap the benefits of increased energy, vitality and health for the rest of your life. 

 

How long to change a habit? 

 

Research indicates it takes 21 days to change the foundations of a habit although it can take 

more or less depending on the habit. 30 days is a good timeframe to work to as it ensures the 
habit is firmly conditioned and fits nicely into our calendar system. Different kinds of habits take 
different lengths of time. The earlier a habit is formed and the longer it exists, the harder it is to 
change. A simple habit like getting up ½ hour earlier to plan and schedule your day in advance 
may take only two or three weeks to form. Other habits which go deeper into your character can 
take several months or a year. 

 
Exercising our power of choice 
 

“First we make our habits, then our habits make us.” Charles C. Noble 

 
Although a large part of our nature is habitual, we DO have the power to CHOOSE new habits. 

We have been created with free will and with the ability to observe and think about our 

behaviour which gives us the power to change. We can actively choose the habits we would like 
to develop and become a part of our lives. We will never be free of habit but we are free to 

choose which habits we will empower to run our lives. This means we can discard or acquire any 

habit we desire. We have the power to choose and create the lives we desire through the power 
of habit. It is not easy to change a habit (as you may already have discovered!) but armed with 

the right strategies and tools you can create any habit you desire. 

 

Start the journey today towards developing great habits that will permanently change your life - 
there are no limits on what you can be, do and have with the right habits. 
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Further Introductory material can be found in the full version of the life-changing e-book  
“7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• How habits are formed, how you can use habits to learn new skills and why it is so 
hard to break bad habits 

• How to use willpower to your advantage when creating habits and how if you use 
the correct strategies you will not require as much 

• Psychology definition of habits 
• Distinguishing habits from addictions 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 1:  Develop Self Awareness 

Identify bad habits you want to break & good habits you want to create 
 

The first step is to choose a habit you want to either make or break. In order to effectively 

choose a habit we must develop self awareness – we can’t effectively choose new habits if we’re 

not aware of what our current habits are! 

 

The more aware we can become of our own thoughts, feelings and behaviours the more power 

we have to change them. By developing awareness, we take our unconscious actions or 

behaviours from the realm of the subconscious and bring them into conscious awareness, giving 

us the power and ability to CHOOSE new behaviours on a minute by minute basis. 

 

There are many ways we become more aware of who we are and what we’re doing. Our 

environment and other people are always providing feedback on who we are and what is and 
isn’t working in our lives.  
 
Other methods include: 

• Self reflection – by reflecting on past experiences we gain knowledge and apply what 
we’ve learnt when faced with a similar situation 

• Friends & family – gain objectivity by asking those you trust if they believe a particular 
behavior is a problem for you 

• Positive role models – see where your own behaviour is in conflict with those you like and 
admire 

• Books, programs & courses – help us become aware of better or alternative ways of living 

• Christian – Holy Spirit brings to our attention areas that need to be dealt with 

• Journal – an excellent tool for self reflection. You can also see if the same problems come 
up again and again. 

• Objective measurement – analyse whether you have a bad habit in an area through 

objective measurement. Sometimes we are not aware of the extent of our bad habits or 

whether they are a problem. 

 

Once you have developed self awareness surrounding your current habits and how they are 

impacting your life, you can select one of these that you wish to work on. If you have a lot of 

habits you wish to change, create a ‘habit inventory’ for future habits and organise and prioritise 
your list as to which habits are the most urgent to either make or break. 

 

Having selected a habit you wish to make or break, you then need to develop awareness around 

the habit itself.  
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This will help us to develop a baseline for current behavior and help us to clearly define the 

problem and the likely causes. This in turn helps you to more easily identify solutions. For 

example, if you know overeating occurs when you are feeling bored, lonely or depressed, you 

can form new positive strategies for dealing with these situations. 

 

The Habit Diary will be your primary means of monitoring your habit during the time leading up 

to change and during the period of change itself.  

 

The full version of the e-book explains how and when to use the Habit Diary and provides a 

template you can use. The Habit Diary is essential for gaining valuable information to help you 

plan your strategies in Step 4 and to monitor your progress throughout the period of habit 

change. 
 

 
 

Full instructions for developing Self Awareness are provided in the full version life-
changing e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including how to: 

• Develop self awareness of your current habits 
• Why it is important to nip bad habits in the bud 
• Identify bad habits you wish to break 
• Identify limiting thoughts & beliefs associated with your habit 
• Identify areas of weaknesses & triggers 
• Monitor the seriousness of your habit 
• Develop a baseline for current behaviour 
• Use the Habit Diary (essential for changing your habits!) 
• Discover why you do your habit 
• Become aware of consequences 
• Gain commitment from yourself 
• Become aware of excuses and inner dialogue 

+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 2:  Define your outcome 

Leave bad habits behind by creating powerful goals 
 

"Definiteness of purpose is the starting point of all achievement, and its lack is the stumbling 

block for ninety eight out of every one hundred people because they never really define their 

goals and start toward them." Napoleon Hill 
 

Developing self awareness helps you become more aware of what your current habits and 

situation are and clearly identify any habits that need to be changed or developed. 

 

You can also select habits to work on by deriving them from your current goals or by setting new 

goals. 

 

Goal setting will help move you away from any bad habits by determining what you want 
instead. Setting positive goals will take the negative focus off your bad habit since you can’t focus 
on two things at once! 
 
You can either set goals to get away from your current habits, for example, if your bad habit is 
getting up late, your new habit goal may be “getting up at 7am on weekday mornings”.  

 
Or, you can look at your current goals (or set new ones), to determine what good habits you 
would need in order to achieve them. For example, if your goal is to write a book by the end of 
the year, your habit to develop might be “to work on my book for 1 hour each weekday and 2 
hours each day at the weekends”. 

 

If your goal is to lose 10kg, you might have several habit goals that will get you there such as “eat 
salad or vegetables with my main meal at dinner”, “replace junk food snacking with fresh food 

snacking”, “replace drinking soda with drinking water”, “exercise for 30 minutes daily”. For a 

complex goal such as losing weight, you would likely need to develop a number of habits that will 

ensure you lose the weight and KEEP IT OFF. Developing these as HABITS will ensure the weight 

stays off, rather than going from one fad diet to another and never developing the PERMANENT 

habits of healthy people. 

 

Goal setting is most effective if you first have a positive vision and purpose for your life as you 
will be able to set your goals from a higher place of your being. Having a positive vision and 

purpose for your life will also help you stay inspired to work on ‘smaller’ goals and habits. If you 

know WHY you want to do something it will be much easier to follow through. 
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This process is illustrated below. 

 

Purpose  Vision  Goals  Habits 

 

Here are some questions to get you started… 

 

Uncover your Purpose: 

 

• Who am I?  

• Why am I here? 

• What do I want to achieve? 

• What would fulfill me at the deepest level? 

• What is important to me? 

• Do I believe in God? 

• How does this affect the way I live? 
 
Create your Vision: 
 

• How can you best live out your purpose? 
• If you could have, be and do anything you wanted what would you be doing, where would 

you be living, with whom would you be spending time with? 
• In light of your skills, talents and interests if you could be doing anything at all, what 

would that be? 
• Where do you want to be in 10 years in all areas of your life? 

• What will be most important to you at the end of your life?  
• What do you want people to say about you at your funeral? 

 

Set your Goals: 
 

Consider each of the major areas of your life and set some powerful and inspiring goals for these: 

• Health 
• Relationships 

• Finances 

• Work/Career 

• Spiritual 
• Friends/Family 

• Personal Development 
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Develop great Habits: 

 

Research your goals to discover what habits you need to get you there. 

 

Once you have developed the necessary habits, your goals will now be on autopilot. As long as 

you follow your plan consistently and habitually your goals are virtually assured. Sure things can 

go wrong, the economy can crash for example but once you’ve learnt the necessary skills and 

integrated these into your character so they are habits, you essentially ARE your goals. You can 

now easily recreate or manifest the desired outcome at will. For example, it doesn’t matter to 

investing experts or business people if they were to lose all of their wealth tomorrow as they 

would easily gain it all back and more within a short period of time as has been proven time and 

time again. It is really their inner qualities, knowledge, skills and habits that enabled them to 

succeed and no one can take those attributes away as they have been built over a lifetime.  

 

Likewise, the opposite is true. We’ve all heard the stories of lottery winners who lost all their 
winnings within 6 months or a year because they hadn’t developed the habits of thought and 
action that would allow them to successfully manage the additional wealth. By learning how to 
develop great habits, this will not happen to you. 
 
The full version e-book takes you through the process for how to set small habit goals and how 

to turn a bad habit into a new positive goal. 
 

Full Goal Setting instructions are provided in the full version life-changing e-book        
“7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• How to develop a clear sense of purpose 
• How to create a powerful vision for your life 
• Why goals are essential to living a happy and productive life 
• How to use the law of cause & effect to achieve your goals 
• How to set effective goals 
• How to turn your bad habit into a positive goal 
• Why it is important to write your goals down 
• How to break the goal down so it is manageable 
• How to achieve your goals by turning them into habits 
• Why you need to educate yourself 
• How to set and research small ‘habit goals’ 

+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen! 
 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 3 – Get Motivated 

Power through your habit change with high levels of motivation and enthusiasm! 
 

Because changing a deeply ingrained habit can be difficult, it is important to have sufficient 

motivation DAILY in order to successfully change the habit. 

 

You need to get clear on the benefits and reasons why you want to make the change. This is 

because we generally avoid making changes of any kind even if the change would benefit us. In 

most cases, unless the habit is causing us enough pain, it is unlikely we will be motivated to 

change. 

 

We must know why we want to develop the habit in the first place. What is the end goal for 

having the habit?  
 
You must have enough compelling reasons for doing the habit because if you don’t, you can 
easily become discouraged. Most of the time when people fail to achieve a goal they’ve set out, 
it’s because their reasons for achieving it weren’t strong enough to help them endure the 
setbacks and obstacles. Therefore, it’s critically important that you have strong reasons for 

obtaining the end result because it will be the fuel that will drive your actions in forming the 
habits that will eventually make everything automatic. 
 
For example, why would you want to lose 5 kilo’s in 2 months? 
• To look good 

• Feel better about yourself 

• Higher levels of energy 
• To fit into your favourite dress 

• To impress your partner 

• To attract a mate... 

 

List every reason you can think of. The longer the list, the stronger your motivation will be. Read 

your reasons first thing in the morning and last thing at night. Frame them and hang them on the 

wall and put them in other places you will be likely to see them. Focusing on the benefits will 

help keep you focused and motivated. 
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Consider the consequences 

 

You need to consider the consequences of not following through on your habit. What will you 

lose if you fail to develop healthy eating habits, positive relationship habits or work habits? 

Where will you be in 6 months, a year, 3 years from today if you continue with your bad habit?  

Conversely, what will be the long term benefits 6 months, a year, 3 years from today if you adopt 

a positive new habit?  

• How will your life have changed? 

• How will you be different?  

• What new and exciting things will you be doing as a result of changing your habit? 

• What has been the payoff for the habit? 

• What have you been able to avoid because of the habit? 

 

Read over this list morning and night to remind yourself why you are COMMITTED to making this 

change NOW. 
  
 

Additional Motivation instructions are provided in the full version life-changing e-book                                  
“7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• How to use a pain/ pleasure matrix to increase motivation 
• How to stay focused on the benefits of your new habit 
• How to stay motivated 
• How to create a powerful vision statement 
• How to use rewards & punishments to achieve your goal 
• How to use a Victory Log to stay motivated 
• How to associate good feelings with your desired behavior 
• How to retrain your subconscious mind 
• A process to go through each day

• A simple conditioning technique to eliminate negative thinking, negative self talk, 
gossiping and other negative speaking habits 

 to ensure you stay motivated to complete your 
habit 

+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen! 
 

 

 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 4 - Planning & Strategy 

Create a bullet-proof plan to quickly and easily eliminate or acquire a habit 
 

Creating a comprehensive plan will provide you with the leverage you need to make your habit 

change permanent and greatly increase your odds of success. 

 

Creating a plan 
 

A key element of planning includes researching your habit and educating yourself on how best to 

achieve your goal. In order to make a habit a habit, you need to practise it many times. You want 

to ensure you are doing it correctly from day one so you achieve optimum results.  

 

Note, practise doesn’t make perfect, perfect practise makes perfect.  For example, you could 

‘practise’ your tennis serve for years but if your technique is poor, you will never hit many aces. 
Likewise, you can practice “hunt and peck” typing for years or decades and still be slow 
compared to someone who has been touch typing only a few months.  
 
It is important to write your plan down. This makes it more concrete and real and will enable you 
to think more clearly, in greater detail and with greater focus. You will also be able to remember 

your great ideas and add or modify the plan as necessary. Treat it as an official document 
coursing your new plan of action. 
 
Good planning includes thinking about the activities you will need to complete prior to 
completing your habit. For example, if your habit is to go the gym, you will need to allow time in 

the morning to find your exercise gear, shoes, take a drink bottle etc. If you do not make detailed 

plans you risk being unable to complete your habit due to poor organisation such as not being 

able to find your shoes. Not being able to find something may result in you running late and 

deciding there isn’t enough time to complete your habit before you need to leave for work.  You 
need to allow some extra time either side of a habit so you can reintegrate back into your regular 

activities.  

 

Make a list of the people and/or organisations who will help you reach your goals. You might 

enlist the help of an exercise buddy or personal trainer to help you form the habit of regular 

exercise. 
 

Schedule some time to complete any preliminary actions. This is important. Unless you allocate 

the time now, you likely won’t do it and you’ll forget about it. When are you going to buy the 
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exercise equipment or call the gym? If possible do it NOW, or otherwise schedule it in for a 

definite future time. 

 

To ensure success, you need to ensure the change is well supported in your life and that your 

environment is supportive of your new habit change. This can include the people in your life as 

well as your physical environment. For example, if your new habit is to make 10 prospect calls 

first thing in the morning, you might have to close your office door to avoid interruptions, notify 

the receptionist you are unavailable for incoming calls for the next hour, have easy access to 

prospect records etc. Likewise if your goal is to eat healthy food, you would want to minimise or 

eliminate the quantity of junk food in your house and ensure there are plenty of healthy options. 

If you habit is time bound and must occur at a certain time or place, set yourself an alarm to 

remind you to do the habit.  

 

You need to refine your plan and ensure it is realistic. Put your plan away for a day or two and 

come back to it with fresh eyes. Be honest with yourself about whether you can really do the 
things on your list. Find someone who will give you an honest opinion about which bits seem a 
bit ‘pie in the sky’. Years of study shows that most people plan based on the ‘best case scenario’. 
That is, they imagine that everything will go as well as it possibly can and don’t allow for mishaps 
or unplanned events. 
 

Play over your new habit in your imagination and imagine going through your day, week or 
month with the new habit in place. Can you anticipate any obstacles that may interfere with your 
new habit change? What steps can you take to eliminate these? Ask other people if they can spot 
any flaws in your plan.  Review and refine as necessary. 

 
The full version e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” includes a series of questions and a 

template you can use to create your plan.  

Dealing with bad habits 
 

“It is generally felt to be a far easier thing to reform the constitution in Church and State than 
to change the least of our own bad habits.” Samuel Smiles 

 

Because habits are deeply imbedded in our subconscious minds, they are particularly resistant to 

change. Given that our conscious minds only control 5% of our behaviour, the rest is left to our 
subconscious. Conscious effort only works while it is awake and alert and ‘on guard’ to override 

our subconscious. When we are feeling tired or overwhelmed, it is easy to let our subconscious 

take over and run the show as we lack the energy or motivation to put forth the effort required 
for conscious change.  
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Quitting a bad habit can be more difficult and time consuming than developing or modifying an 

existing habit. Changing bad habits involves not only creating new neural pathways but rerouting 

existing, well established patterns. You need sustained energy to redirect your behaviour in new 

ways. 

 

Most people find it hard to change habits because they don’t use the right approach. Most 

people focus on “quitting” a habit which is usually counter- productive. There are several reasons 

for this.  

 

For starters, the ‘forbidden fruit’ is often very attractive. We often want what we can’t have just 

because it’s ‘forbidden’. ‘Quitting’ something also makes you focus on it more. It is hard to quit 

something you are constantly focusing on. 

 

In addition, our unconscious mind doesn’t understand negation. Instead of “quit smoking” or 

“stop smoking” your unconscious mind is likely to just hear “smoking”, hence increasing your 
desire for cigarettes even more. 
 
Giving up something also creates a vacuum of time and energy which must be filled with 
something else. If we don’t consciously choose an empowering new behaviour to fill the hole 
with, we will quickly revert to the old behaviour or perhaps develop an even worse habit!  

 
To find out the correct approach for ‘quitting’ bad habits , 3 points at which to break the 
patterns of bad habits  and what you MUST do in order to succeed with your habit change, 
please refer to full version e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits”.  

 

5 Strategies for making habits stick  
(20+ strategies supplied in full version e-book 7 Steps to Make or Break Habits) 
 

Reminders 

 
Before a behaviour becomes a habit, we have to consciously think about it and remember to do 

it when the time is right. A problem with habits in the early stages is that we simply forget to do 

them until after the fact.  Once the initial motivation and focus has wavered and the habit is no 
longer at the forefront of our minds it can be easy to be distracted by other things. After a few 

“misses” it’s easy to feel as if momentum has completely disappeared and we may feel as if we 

have to start all over again. This is a primary cause of habit abandonment. 
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Therefore, during the first few weeks before the behavior becomes a habit, you will need to use 

external triggers or reminders. A good idea for habits that need to be completed multiple times 

throughout the day, such as a habit to improve your posture by standing or sitting up straight, is 

to tie a piece of string around your wrist or wear/buy a bracelet that will remind you to do the 

habit every time you see it. 

 

To avoid being sidetracked, we must remind ourselves on a daily basis of our new behaviour and 

why we are committed to following through. 

• Put your goal in writing where you can see it every day.  

• Put a picture of the body you want with your face on it in front of your refrigerator.  

• Record a message to yourself telling yourself why you’ve got to keep going and listen to it 

daily.  

• Listen to music that inspires and empowers you 

• Get support from friends and family members to help keep you accountable e.g. have 

someone call you to remind you 
• Use alarms and notes as appropriate 
• Use padlocks or put obstacles in your way 

 
Rituals also support remembering – if possible, do your habit in the same place, same time, same 
surroundings if possible for the first few weeks. 

 
You can also set up other reminders in your environment to trigger habit completion.  For 
example, if you are trying to develop the habit of drinking 2L of water per day, leaving bottles of 
water in a prominent position in your home and working environment can serve as reminders for 

this behavior. This works much the same way as if you know there’s something you must take to 
work the next day then you leave it on top of your bag or briefcase so you won’t forget it. 

 

Sticky notes can also work but beware of losing them or that after a few days you may stop 
seeing them and they just become a part of the background. Our conscious mind only scans for 

new and important information and leaves what is familiar to the unconscious. 

 
Electronic alarms are often more effective as they interrupt our consciousness with sounds and 

noises we can’t ignore. Remembering to set these alarms is the only challenge. Many computer 

calendars, phones and pda’s have electronic reminder and alarm functions you can set up to 

remind yourself to do the new behavior on cue. 
 

You may wish to arrange for a friend to call you at a certain time to remind you to do your habit. 
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You might want to start up a morning ritual whereby you read over your goals and plans for the 

day whilst eating breakfast or having quiet time. You can use this time to go over your habits that 

you are installing, reasons why and put in place any necessary alarms or conditions to make sure 

you follow through on that day. 

 

The “Daily implementation checklist” supplied in the full version ebook “7 Steps to Make or 

Break Habits” will ensure you put in place the necessary conditions and reminders so you 

follow through on your habit. 

 

Group similar activities 

 

Doing similar types of activities at the same time can be helpful in making your habit stick. For 

example, you can write in your computer journal at the same time or before you do other types 

of computer activities such as check your email. 

 
Consistency is key 
 
The point of a habit is that it doesn’t require thought. Try to ensure your habit is as consistent as 
possible and is repeated every day for thirty days. Try and do you habit in the same way, same 
place, same time etc. This will ensure a new habit is firmly drilled in instead of multiple habits 

loosely conditioned. 
 
Honour natural rhythms 
 

Try to honour your natural preferences and rhythms when designing a new routine. For example, 
if mornings are a low energy time for you, scheduling exercise for later in the day may be a 

better option.  

 
Linking habits 
 

You might want to link a new habit with an existing one rather than trying to install a completely 

new routine. For example, make your morning coffee the time when you will plan and schedule 

your day. Or use your shower time to do affirmations. 
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Additional instructions for Planning & Strategy are provided in the full version life-
changing e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• How to use ‘training wheels’ to develop new habits or wean you off bad habits 
• How to employ ‘systems thinking’ to make your habit change easier 
• How to interrupt the old behaviour pattern 
• The correct approach for dealing with bad habits 
• What you MUST do to ensure your new habit sticks 
• 3 points at which to break patterns of bad habits 
• 20+ strategies to use when making or breaking habits 
• Template for creating a plan to overcome or develop your habit 

+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen! 
 

 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 5 – Mental Preparation 

Eliminate mental blocks and use your mind to achieve success 

“Whatever the mind of man can conceive and believe, he can achieve.” Napoleon Hill 

 

Preparing yourself mentally and emotionally for your habit change is one of the most important 

factors in your success. 

Thoughts & beliefs 

 

Where the mind goes, the body follows.  

 

Your dominant thought processes will have a dramatic impact on the success of your habit 

change. You need to ensure that all parts of you are in alignment and pointing in the same 
direction. 
 
For example, you may have a goal to lose weight but if your thought patterns surrounding this is 
that losing weight is hard or difficult or you simply don’t think you’ll get there, it will be much 
harder to reach your goal.  

 
For a specific program that deals with changing your thoughts, you can use Mike Brescia’s Think 
Right Now program – this will help to reprogram your mind so success comes more easily.  
To support your goals and habit change, you must have beliefs that are supportive of this goal as 
your reality will always line up with your beliefs.  
 

"Everything is possible for him who believes." Mark 9:23 
 
Habits operate at the subconscious level and are indicative of some belief we hold or once held.  

 

It is important for you to deal with negative beliefs surrounding your habit because if you don’t 

another negative behavior might emerge to replace it. In addition, it will be much easier to 

change your habits if you are working with your belief system rather than fighting against it. For 
example, it will be difficult to maintain an exercise program if you believe with all your heart that 

you can never become fit and healthy or that to do so requires great sacrifice and pain. 

 
Start questioning these beliefs and your beliefs surrounding the habit. Was I born with the habit? 

Has no one that’s had this habit ever managed to change? Find examples of people who’ve had 

 

http://www.thinkrightnow.com/cmd.asp?af=1218824�
http://www.thinkrightnow.com/cmd.asp?af=1218824�
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the habit and broken it or developed a good habit from a place of not having one. Start building 

your faith/ belief that you CAN change and get some solid foundation for HOW to change. 

 

To deal effectively with thoughts and beliefs you need to start by controlling your self-talk. You 

need to reinforce images of success and of yourself with the new habit rather than words that 

will lead to images and beliefs of failure. 

 

You can also use affirmations and declarations to actively create a new reality for yourself and to 

create a new program for your mind.  

 

For guidelines on how to create effective affirmations, when to use them and how to link these 

specifically to your habit or goal, please see the full version e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break 

Habits”. 

 

Visualisation 
 

“If you want to reach your goal, you must see the reaching in your own mind before you 
actually arrive at your goal.” Zig Ziglar 

 
Visualisation has been validated scientifically to be an effective way to learn new skills. Imagining 
yourself going through the motions of a complex performance activates prefrontal areas of the 
brain which are responsible for the formulation of the appropriate motor programs.  

Visualisation and mental rehearsal is a commonly used tool amongst Olympic athletes to 
enhance performance. 
 

Visualisation works by accessing your subconscious mind to help achieve your goals. Once you 

imagine something new for yourself, your mind will come up with creative ideas about how to 
make the image a reality. By visualising we activate a place in the brain called the Reticular 

Activating System (RAS). For example, you might tell your subconscious that you would like a 

new blue Mercedes Benz – you suddenly start noticing these cars everywhere. This is because 
your mind has now been alerted that this is an important goal to be realised. 

 

Visualisation also builds on the Law of Attraction which states that whatever we focus on we will 
draw into our lives. If you focus on and imagine having a fit, healthy body you will begin to take 

actions to make this a reality. As 95% of our thoughts are in the realm of the subconscious, it is 

important for us to enlist its help. By visualising, our subconscious brain without our knowing it 
will help us overcome obstacles and come up with new ideas to assist us in the habit change 

process. 
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For instructions on how to visualise effectively and the factors that will determine the success 

of your visualisation, please refer to full version e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits”. 

 

Meditation CD’s can also help you visualise more easily by putting your brain into a relaxed 

“alpha” state which is the ideal state for visualisation. I have been using for a number of years 

and highly recommend Centerpointe CD’s. You will be amazed by how much happier, more 

positive and more rested you feel after each time you listen to them. In addition, the long term 

benefits of meditation include having greater focus, increased creativity, improved memory and 

perception, improved health, lower blood pressure, decreased cigarette, alcohol and drug use, 

increased productivity. Visit their website for a free sample CD! 

Vision board 

 

A vision board is a powerful way to help you visualise and keep you focused on your goal. It is 
essentially a collage of the things that you want to have, be, or do in your life. It doesn’t have to 
be a board, some people prefer to make a folder or book. What is essential is that it is a visual 

representation of your dream.  
 
Set up your board in an area where you can see it every day. Take a few minutes each day to look 
at the pictures and become positive and excited about your goals. 
 
A fun alternative is to make a short “Mind Movie” which represents your dreams and those 

things important to you to help inspire you to reach your goals. You can watch this daily to 
remind yourself of what is important to you and to help you stay motivated. 

Hypnosis 

 

Hypnosis is another tool that can be used to effectively chip away at the beliefs surrounding bad 

habits and assist to alter behaviour. Although the term ‘hypnosis’ may conjure up images of 
people doing weird and wacky things against their will, in reality this is far from the truth, no one 

can be put into a trance and be made to do things against their will.  

 

Hypnosis is something most of us have experienced in our everyday lives. If you've ever been 

totally engrossed in a book or movie and lost all track of time or didn't hear someone calling your 
name, you were experiencing a hypnotic trance.  

 

When we are in a relaxed ‘hypnotic’ state we can more effectively bypass the critical faculties 

and deal more directly with the subconscious mind. 

 

 

 

http://www.centerpointe.com/?aid=372412�
http://www.centerpointe.com/?aid=372412�
http://www.mindmovies.com/creationkit10/?16460�
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Whether it is stage hypnosis or hypnotherapy the hypnotist can only offer suggestions, it is then 

up to the individual whether or not to accept them. Hypnosis can help to give us a new frame of 

reference for a behaviour we may be currently unfamiliar with or feel ‘stuck’ with. Hypnosis can 

work to build new pictures, images and pathways in our brains by suggesting alternative 

thoughts and behaviours that would be more resourceful for us. 

For Hypnosis programs by certified professionals for Weight Loss, Productivity and to Quit 

Smoking, please click here. 
 

If you are a Christian and concerned about Hypnosis, please read my thoughts on the subject in 
the appendix. 

Meditation  

 

Meditation is a practice of concentrated focus upon a sound, object, visualisation, the breath, 
movement, or attention itself in order to increase awareness of the present moment, reduce 

stress, promote relaxation, and enhance personal and spiritual growth. By focusing on just one 
object, you are able to quiet the chatter in your mind and become more mindful of yourself, your 
surroundings and the present moment. Meditation allows you to go beyond your ‘thinking’ mind 
into a deeper state of relaxation or awareness. 
 
Meditation is shown to have a positive impact on health  and wellbeing such as reduced stress 

and blood pressure, improved brain functioning, improved ability to concentrate and focus, 
improved creativity and clarity, a greater sense of peace and calmness, feelings of happiness and 
love towards others. 

 
As well as these benefits, meditation is a useful tool in the process of habit change. It is always 
easier to make changes to our lives and routines when we are in a relaxed, peaceful frame of 

mind than when we are worried, anxious or stressed out. Meditation can also serve to relieve 
any stress that might arise as you change your habit. During the act of meditation you can 

solidify your habit change by focusing on a positive phrase, word or affirmation consistent with 

your habit change. 
 

I have been meditating for a number of years by using Centerpointe audio CD’s and I can attest 

for all the benefits of meditation listed above and more. It just makes you feel great! I am 

infinitely calmer, more relaxed, happier, healthier and require less sleep than I did previously. It’s 
a great pick-me-up after a long day and has the effects of a powernap without the grogginess.  

 

 

 

http://www.hypnosisnetwork.com/products/?hn=2509�
http://www.centerpointe.com/?aid=372412�
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Full instructions for Mental Preparation are provided in the full version life-changing e-
book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• How to overcome negative thoughts and beliefs 
• How to control your self-talk  
• How to ‘renew your mind’ regarding your new habit 
• A simple procedure for how to visualise 
• Factors to enhance the success of your visualisation 
• How to use and create affirmations/ declarations to assist with habit change 
• How to create outcomes congruent with your goal 
• Sample declarations 

+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen! 
 

 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 6 – Implementation 

Take consistent action to integrate your habit into your life 
 

“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.” Confucius 

 

Now you have created a plan and prepared yourself mentally you are now ready to implement 

your habit change! This is the exciting and challenging part. It will build your resolve as a person 

and develop strength of character. You will start seeing yourself as someone who takes action 

and is successful. The actual behaviour you are changing is not as important as the skills you are 

learning along the way that will enable you to make the change. You are learning to observe, 

plan and execute. You are building courage, perseverance, persistence, determination and self 

mastery – all of which are highly desirable traits to have. 

 

Conscious focus & willpower 
 
To successfully condition a habit, you will require both conscious focus and willpower for the first 
few weeks. 
 
Conscious focus is simply remembering and forcing yourself to do new behaviour rather than the 

default behaviour. You will have to do this even if there is no particular emotional attachment to 
the old behaviour, for example, taking a different route to work or taking 1 teaspoon of sugar 
with your coffee instead of 2. 
 
Even small habit changes require conscious focus as if you are not paying attention your brain 

will automatically run the default behaviour. This is why it is important to have reminders in your 

environment to ensure you follow through. You need conscious focus in order to override the 
default pattern. 

 

Larger habit changes will require willpower as well as conscious focus. Willpower is needed when 

the old habit provided a positive emotional benefit and the process of letting go of the old habit 

and transferring to a new unfamiliar habit causes some amount of pain and inconvenience. For 

example, replacing junk food with healthier food may require willpower if you are psychologically 

attached to eating junk food. 

 
Willpower and conscious focus are limited resources and can only be used for a short period of 

time. That is why it is important not to try and multi-task habit changes. By using effective 

techniques, you can condition your habit quickly and minimise the amount of willpower 

required. 
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Taking action 

 

The best laid plans are no good without taking action and implementing them. We must take 

action in order to create new results. By not taking action we are guaranteeing that nothing will 

change or improve and are condemning ourselves to lives of mediocrity and misery. 

 

Keep in mind there will never be a ‘perfect’ time to take action. Instead we must take action 

NOW because it is the only time we have. 

 

With many things the hardest part is actually getting started. But by taking small steps you can 

overcome your resistance to change.  

Overcoming inertia 

 

Newton’s law of Inertia states that objects in motion tend to stay in motion and objects at rest 
tend to stay at rest. This is the same for our habits. If we have done something the same way for 
a long time it can take an incredible amount of energy to change in the other direction. For 

example, it takes an enormous amount of energy to get a rocket off the ground and all the 
energy is expended at the start. Once it is in motion however, it is nearly impossible to stop. 
 
Likewise with our habits, we will have to expend energy and willpower in the beginning but once 
the desired behaviours become habits, little further energy is required and all we have to do is 
maintain them. 

Overcoming excuses  

 

We can sometimes be our own worst enemy when it comes to change. A part of us wants things 

to stay the same and resists change as much as possible. It is guaranteed that when attempting 

to make a change you will experience resistance from your mind which will generate a plethora 
of excuses for why you should not take action at the appointed time. 

 

 The best way to mitigate this is to be prepared. Write down every excuse you can think of that is 

likely to arise for why you shouldn’t take action. For example, if you want to wake up at 6am 

each weekday morning, excuses you might anticipate may include: Its cold outside this morning, 

my bed is nice and warm, everyone else is still asleep, I’m far too tired to get up, I’ll do it 

tomorrow, I don’t feel like it, if I get up now I might be tired later... and on and on. 
 

Next, write down ways to overcome these excuses. Know that these excuse making thought 

patterns are a habit. For each excuse you’ve come up with on your list, write down one or more 
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strategies to deal with it. You need to anticipate these obstacles in advance so you can know how 

to deal with them should they arise, or alter conditions so they never come up. 

 

Using the plan you have made, practice and execute your habit for 30 days and take note of 

your results. 

 
 
 

Full instructions for successful Implementation are provided in the full version life-
changing e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• 6 key things you must do each day to implement your habit change 
• Daily Implementation Checklist to ensure you cover the 6 key elements for habit 

change 
• What to expect during the different phases of habit change and how to prepare. 
• How to overcome procrastination associated with doing your habit and build inner 

desire 
• Why you need to avoid “all or nothing” thinking, yet at the same time not allow 

unnecessary exceptions.  
• How to view failures and setbacks 
• Using incremental improvements to reach your goal 
• How to stay committed to your habit and focused on your goal 
• The importance of persistence 
• A simple trick for remembering habits that need to be performed throughout the 

day such as keeping good posture or chewing your food slowly 
+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen!  

 
 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Step 7 – Record, Refine & Review 

Stay on track for reaching your biggest goals by regularly reviewing your 
progress 

 

To ensure you get the result you want, it is essential that you record your progress and refine 

and review your habit at appropriate intervals. 

 

Record your success 

 

You can record your success both by keeping your Habit Diary and Victory Log (described in full 

version e-book) .These will both help you stay on track and motivated.  

 

 Seeing your accomplishments written down will enable you to feel the progress you are making 

in moving closer and closer towards your goal. Whilst it may take some time for your ultimate 
goal to be achieved, you will gain encouragement from seeing that you are moving in the right 
direction. 
 
It can also ward off temptation since you know you have to write down what you have done that 
night.  

 
Keeping a close track of your progress also helps to identify any holes or points of weakness in 
your plans. If you missed your habit for a day, ask yourself why and try to take actions to prevent 
this occurring in the future.  
 

Weekly review  

 
At the end of each week, review your habit diary, victory log and journal to see how you are 

doing and to make course corrections as necessary. 

 

If you start your habit Monday morning, Sunday morning or night is a great time for a review. 

This also works well with our calendar system.  

 

Experiment 

 
Sometimes you need to actually try making the change before resistances and payoffs you 

weren’t aware of come to the surface. You may also need to ‘fine tune’ and make adjustments to 

your habit as you advance. You may need to tweak your habit until it works for you the way you 
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want it and feels natural and normal. It is important though to keep hitting at your target until 

you get it right, even if you make lots of mistakes first time around. 

 

 

Celebrate your success 

 

By implementing these strategies you WILL successfully make or break any habit. Make sure you 

celebrate your success. Share your wins with friends and family and allow them to share in your 

joy and accomplishments.  

 

Every time you take a step in the right direction, reward and congratulate yourself. By focusing 

on your success you will naturally create more of it. This feeling of success will empower you to 

try new things and take new risks. You will be on an increasing upward spiral and you will 

continue to make progress and your self esteem will soar. 

 
Keep believing in yourself and never give up – you can change your world - one habit at a time! 
 
 
 

Additional instructions for Recording, Refining & Reviewing your habit are provided in 
the life-changing e-book “7 Steps to Make or Break Habits” including: 

• An effective strategy to ‘experiment’ with new habits 
• How to refine your plan and make course corrections 
• How to deal with setbacks and get immediately back on track 
• Questions to ask during your weekly review  
• The gradual nature of success 
•  4 keys to optimising your performance through continuous improvement  
• How to test new habits using subjective and objective measurements 
• Keys to making your habit stick 
• How to use weekly rewards to keep yourself on track 
• 3 checkpoints for maintaining your habit 

 
+ worksheets & templates to make it all happen! 
 

 

 
 

 

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=800412&cl=134028&ejc=2�
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Appendix 

Is Hypnosis OK for Christians? 
 

As a Christian, I was initially concerned with ‘giving over control of my mind’ to someone else as 

well as whether hypnosis was ‘occult’ or in conflict with allowing God to change me.  

 

However, in my quest for self discovery and change I was going to leave no rock unturned. As I 

learnt more about it and actually tried it, my fears were soon dispelled. It involved simply 

listening to someone talk whilst in a relaxed frame of mind and I was in complete control of my 

mental and physical faculties the whole time.  

 

I also found that the ‘suggestions’ were in complete alignment with God’s Word. For example, 

some of the programs listed below are on weight management, quitting smoking and 
productivity. The ‘suggestions’ for example for the weight loss program are to ‘drink more 
water’, ‘stop eating when full’ and ‘eat more vegetables’. I would not classify any of these 
suggestions as ‘occult’ and it is still up to the individual whether to follow the advice or not. 

Whilst hypnosis can sound ‘occult’ and scary, it can be more thought of as ‘de-hypnosis’ in that it 
is undoing our past negative programming of thoughts and beliefs that have been put there by 

society, others or the devil and have resulted in bad habits. Hypnosis can help you choose new 
alternative thoughts and behaviours rather than just operating on autopilot and going along with 
the past programming you have adopted from society and others. 
 

I also found that whilst God has told us how to change our beliefs – by renewing our minds with 
His Word – there are many ways to actually do this. For example, we can meditate on the Word, 

we can declare the Word, pray the Word or think about and imagine how we would apply the 

Word. Hypnosis is thinking about and imagining how we can apply the Word. For example, God’s 
Word tells us He wants us to prosper and be in good health, therefore we know God wants us to 

be healthy. It is then up to us to learn how to do this and to apply what we learn to our lives. It 

can be difficult to do this however if we have deep seated beliefs that healthy food is boring or 
tastes bad.  Hypnosis can help you imagine making better choices so that you apply God’s Word 

in your life.  

 

As with anything, the tool is neither good nor evil. Hypnosis is a medically certified practise and 
has been proven to help people overcome many physical and mental ailments. It is essentially 

medicine for the mind. Like anything, it could be used for evil intent, so you should be discerning 

and use your judgement. However, I would suggest you don’t throw the baby out with the 

bathwater! Just because there are Witch doctors, we don’t totally discount modern medicine as 
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a way to treat ailments. Nor do we consider modern medicine to be adjunct to God’s Word or 

relying on Him for our health and daily needs. 

 

The programs recommended below are by certified medical professionals. 
http://www.hypnosisnetwork.com/products/ 

 

http://www.hypnosisnetwork.com/products/?hn=2509�
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